
Merry Christmas Friends!!
As this year comes to a close, I cannot help but think of the journey it has been. From standing together 

to support so many of our friends and family affected by Hurricanes Irma and Harvey, going to events 

and raising relief funds, and sending wines to those who no longer have a cellar. All in hopes to return 

the good energy that had been tested during a disaster.  2017 surely made me feel appreciative to have 

the community that supports so many people who are passionate both in what they do and how they 

do it. It has always been important for us to know that our efforts in sending aid were unwavering. There 

has never been a feeling of complacency, only compassion. After all, nobody could know to expect 

something so devastating. Then, to all awake that early morning to our beloved Santa Rosa on fire, 

immediately filling our homes with friends and family who didn’t know whether they had somewhere 

to return to. To feel the burn every time you venture out as you meet yet more great people affected, 

just one of the many thousands. But the fires did not stop as they were put out, merely altered. They 

moved from our eyes into our hearts, spreading just as fast as the wildfires. Before there was even 

notable containment, stores were donating their entire inventories, the best of Sonoma chefs were 

serving food for thousands of citizens affected, as well as for first responders from all across the country. 

Even private homes became Inns, sleeping people in guest bedrooms and sofas while working hard to

feed and comfort each other. For me, I could say Christmas has been here for months. I have the gift of 

my closest friends, who have become so much more like family, my acquaintances, who are now all my 

friends. I have the gift of seeing people love more outwardly and connecting to each other on a daily 

basis, wherever I am. The gift of seeing my home of twenty-five years host an outpouring of support from

within and afar, a sort of ferocious love that is contagious. A kind of compassion that is stoked by 

perspective, and rekindled by the sight of every singed tree or burned home. So thank you for all 

supporting us in this most challenging of times, and for continuing to visit and stock your cellars with 

our wines. In doing so, you not only keep us working hard at what we are most passionate about, but 

you allow us to passionately help each of our friends and neighbors. So Merry Christmas and Happy 

Holidays to you all, for your kindness and your fire, may it burn hot and bright. 

 

From Our Vineyards and Our Hearts, 

Cooper Davis 



2015 Cab 5
Grown in the high-elevation AVA of Rockpile, this robust yet refined 

Bordeaux style Blend highlights the one of a kind environment it 

calls home. Positioned 1500 feet higher than the town of 

Healdsburg, these vineyards often see temperatures 4-8 

degrees warmer than the rest of Sonoma County. Yet the close 

proximity to the ocean and the fog still brings a nighttime cooling 

effect to lengthen the growing season and create complexity. We 

affectionately refer to this dynamic as Napa days and Sonoma 

nights. It gives us foundation to make a wine more reminiscent of a 

classic Bordeaux style blend than most new world Cabernet. This 

Cab 5 is layered with dark fruits, well developed cedar and sweet 

tobacco highlights and a lush, silky texture with juicy balanced 

acidity. 

2015 Rosé de Noir
This Rosé de Noir comes from our Dutton Ranch vineyard, nestled 

right in the heart of Green Valley. A neighborhood classified by its 

low elevation that cold air from across the county pours into. This 

particular block nests so much fog and cold air that it struggles to 

ripen for still red wine. That means much longer hang time with 

perfect sugar and acidity for sparkling wine! The 2015 vintage was 

significantly influenced by the lack of water, we saw yields drop 

across the Russian River Valley as we stepped into the fourth year 

of the drought. This means that the concentration of that bright 

strawberry character gains a succulent citrus with notes of 

mandarin and blood orange and mouth-watering acidity that 

leaves you thirsty for another sip. This combined with our 

lengthy 26 month tirage is a spectacular sip of complex and 

creamy Davis Family Vineyard's Sparkling Rosé!

20th Anniversary Cuvée
A wine created for the celebration of a family that has long stood 

behind the principles of craftsmanship as well as kindness, in our 

vineyards, cellar, and with our beloved friends and family. This 

sparkling is just that; a delicious Rose of Pinot Noir that you can’t 

help but raise a glass of! A Sparkling Rose of Pinot Noir with an 

extended tirage of over 4 years brings a pronounced, velvety 

texture, while delivering succulent, bright red fruit and elegant 

acidity. This is a much awaited wine we are overjoyed to share with 

all of you!  Cheers to a fantastic holiday season full of burning 

compassion, community, and events large and small! We are so 

grateful to ring in a 20th Anniversary in both our home and yours!


